Production Planning Simulations Supporting Systemwide Optimization from Production to Management

Hitachi’s Omika Works has provided many different control systems that underpin social infrastructure. Omika Works meets individual customer needs by using high-mix low-volume production to create made-to-order products. High-mix low-volume production frequently entails a wide range of factors that decrease productivity such as demand fluctuations and repeated process changes. The key to responding to these factors is being able to view information relating to personnel, facilities, and materials. Hitachi refers to this information as 3M information (from ‘man,’ ‘machine,’ and ‘material’). Forecasting 3M information over the medium and long terms is vital for enabling manufacturers to tailor their production plans in response to any changes that may arise. Omika Works has developed a factory simulator that enables systemwide optimization from production to management. It works by linking 3M information and various other data visualized at the manufacturing site to automatically generate production plans that optimize the entire site over the medium and long terms. This article discusses the systemwide optimization production planning simulations being created by the factory simulator in use at Omika Works. It looks at the work being done on these simulations and the future outlook for them.
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1. Introduction

Since it opened in 1969, Hitachi’s Omika Works has built infrastructure systems in collaboration with customers representing a diverse range of industries such as power, public transport, steel, and public utilities. Creating strong relationships with these customers has required ongoing advances in made-to-order manufacturing to produce products meeting finely tuned customer needs. Omika Works is called on to create control systems with different system configurations and component configurations, designed for use by different customers in different industries. The characteristics needed to meet these demands are (1) high-mix low-volume production, and (2) a wide range of different manufacturing lines. By drawing on these characteristics, using digital data, and systematizing and reorganizing its existing data, Omika Works now wants to transform itself from a made-to-order manufacturer into a
manufacturer of ready-made products that anticipate customers’ needs.

For the past 20 years, Omika Works has worked on several improvements in areas such as design, information technology (IT), and manufacturing. But since each of these improvements has been approached separately, each has suffered from the problem of being individually optimized. Solving this problem requires Internet of Things (IoT)-driven production reforms using various types of digital data, along with work on systemwide optimization using top-down approaches in addition to the bottom-up approaches previously used. Omika Works has responded by working on creating a high-efficiency production model designed to provide systemwide optimization by using the IoT to connect a wide range of production improvement. The aim is top-down cost structure reform designed to make Omika Works globally competitive as part of the Hitachi Smart Transformation Project (a Hitachi Group structural reform initiative).

2. High-efficiency Production Model Construction

Omika Works has accumulated a large amount of data from business activities ranging from preliminary studies to investment, design, manufacturing, and maintenance. The various types of data were previously stored in a separate system in a state of individual optimization. Accordingly, Omika Works wants to optimize the entire plant using a conceptual model called the sense, think, act cycle which involves visualizing data (“sense”), analyzing the data (“think”), and then responding (“act”) based on the acquired knowledge. This conceptual model has been used to construct a high-efficiency production model. Specifically, the IoT is used to collect various data generated through business activities, the data are analyzed to generate possible responses to issues, and then the results are rapidly fed back to the site.
Figure 1 shows the basic functions of the constructed high-efficiency production model \(^1\).

Factory of the Future \(^2\) is a white paper released by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) that calls for symbiotic ecosystems. To enable the constructed high-efficiency production model to provide these types of ecosystems, Hitachi has analyzed the model’s current state by defining a production system maturity model. Figure 2 shows the maturity model \(^3\).

Evaluating previous production systems under the standards of the maturity model has revealed that some systems have achieved high individual maturity levels, but the mechanisms for visualizing data, connecting them, and identifying problems are inadequate and exhibit only individual optimization. The high-efficiency production model therefore attempts to improve production in line with the standards of the maturity model. The model presents visualizations and connects plantwide 3M* information related to personnel, facilities, materials, and methods. Mfg: manufacturing, Eng: engineering, Info: information, Dwg: drawing, ID: identification.

### 3. Factory simulator Development: Background and Work Done

#### 3.1 Control System Production Processes and Production Planning Work

Figure 3 provides an overview of the production processes and production planning work needed for control systems.

Control system design processes consist of designing hardware such as devices and parts, and designing the software needed to operate the controlled devices. The products are then assembled and wired after procuring parts, manufacturing printed circuit boards (PCB), and manufacturing the chassis. After that, the products are tested, shipped, and installed at the customer’s site.

Depending on the project scale, these products can take months or years to complete, creating a lot of variation in the production lead time (LT). Various types and quantities of product components such as PCBs and chassis are also used for each project, creating variation in the time needed for the work (standard time, ST), and the time needed for machining (machine time, MT). To set deadlines and daily input work quantities for the design, manufacturing, and testing processes, Omika Works would therefore estimate the basic unit (value needed to produce one product) for LT, ST, and MT when planning production.

#### 3.2 Production Planning Work Issues and Solutions

The three issues below were tackled for the production planning work described in the previous section.

1. Improving basic unit accuracy when planning production

   The LT, ST, and MT basic units were previously estimated based on individual experience and expertise. The estimates deviated from the actual values for some projects, decreasing accuracy and generating changes in production plans.
(2) Automatically generating production plans for leveling the production loads of multiple resources

Omika Works produced hundreds of products concurrently, and the planners for each product area would set individual process deadlines. Planning therefore took a long time. Personnel, facility, and material production loads could not be determined to resolve manufacturing-line or test-area conflicts among multiple products, making it difficult to create plans for leveling the production loads for these resources.

(3) Parts procurement that accommodates changes in production plans

When production plans change, a massive number of requested parts procurement deadlines also need to be changed for the parts used in assembly. But since only so much adjustment work can be done by hand, unneeded parts ended up being stocked, increasing inventory.

To overcome these challenges and enable production planning designed for plantwide optimization, Omika Works digitalized and developed visualizations of the old production planning methods that used to rely on the experience and expertise of each individual. A system was developed to create optimum production plans and parts procurement plans by using actual data collected from locations such as production sites. Table 1 shows the solutions created for the three issues listed above.

The next section describes the development methods and application methods focusing on the factory
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Table 1 — Solutions for Production Planning Work Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>How it was overcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Improve the accuracy of basic units when planning production</td>
<td>Use past data collected from manufacturing sites to evaluate deviations between basic units and actual values, and update basic units to compensate for errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Automatically generate production plans that level production loads of multiple resources</td>
<td>Use product-specific process sequences and basic units, visualize and level production capacities and loads, and automatically set feasible process deadlines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>Parts procurement that accommodates changes in production plans</td>
<td>Apply parts procurement lead times to update massive numbers of part order dates and requested deadlines all at once in coordination with production plans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Factory simulator Development and Applications

4.1 Development Method

As described in section 3.1, Omika Works produces control systems through projects that start when an order is received from a customer and extend to the delivery/installation phase. To create an automatic production planning function to overcome the second challenge (2) of section 3.2, Omika Works used a planning method based on the program evaluation and review technique (PERT), a project schedule planning method (4). For each process, this method considers the processing quantity per unit time (basic unit) to be a resource limitation, and creates plans that level production loads by piling and leveling them. Factory simulator functions with the characteristics shown in panel (a) and panel (b) of Figure 4 were developed (5) to handle major product variations and changes in daily production progress.

(a) Defining product-specific combinations of process flow and basic unit (process flow basic units)

Omika Works defined the process flow for each type of product as a sequential limitation among multiple processes, and developed a model that can set the appropriate basic unit (the 'process flow basic unit') for multiple resources in each process. For example, the process flow used to produce Product X, shown in Figure 4, consists of a design by Design Department A, PCB and case manufacture, assembly, wiring, testing on Equipment B, and shipment. The process flow basic unit for Product X is defined by combining this process flow with the LT, ST, and MT basic units for each process. Defining a process flow basic unit for each different product enables the simulator to automatically generate a process flow and production plan in response to orders received in several different variations that combine multiple products.

(b) Real-time updating of production progress/resource limitation information

In the real world, changes in design specifications or site problems can sometimes prevent production activities from going as planned, which requires that the plans be reviewed. To handle these situations,
Omika Works developed a function that can collect information on production progress and workers in real time, and update production loads and resource limitations as needed. The information is collected from a progress and operation monitoring (POM) system (RFID-based production monitoring). (RFID stands for radio-frequency identification.) The function can minimize process variations and generate feasible production plans to meet delivery deadlines.

4.2 Method of Application

Figure 5 illustrates how the overall system is used at Omika Works. The system is composed of the factory simulator described in the last section, which is connected to the POM system and enterprise resource planning (ERP) software used within the plant. The procedure for using the system to plan production is as follows:

- **Sense (visualizing data)**
  - (a) Update the ST values for each product/process: Using past manufacturing data gathered and stored via the POM system (RFID production monitoring), calculate median/mean ST values for each type of product and process, and update the basic units to be used for planning.
  - (b) Collect worker/progress information in real time: Using the production progress for the site worker/work plan information collected via the POM system, update the site work capacity (resources) and production load data.
- **Think (analyze the data)**
  - (c) Generate a production plan that levels the production loads for multiple resources in each process.
- **Act (respond)**
  - (d) Update production instructions and part order dates/requested deadlines: Issue production instructions to the manufacturing site as specified by the latest production plan. Connect to the plant’s ERP software to update order dates and requested deadlines for thousands of parts at once, and progressively issue orders to suppliers.

The procedure above was used to establish a circulation model of the sense, think, and act cycle in which
the plantwide basic units and production progress are visualized (sense), the production load bottlenecks are identified and production plans (think) that level them are generated, and production instructions are issued (act) to the manufacturing site and parts are ordered. This model has enabled Omika Works to rapidly generate production plans and automatically change requested part deadlines even when process variations arise due to site problems or changes in customer delivery dates or design specifications. The model has helped optimize plantwide production plans, shorten lead times, and reduce inventory.

5. Conclusions

Progressive implementation of the system composed of the factory simulator and Omika Works’ high-efficiency production model began in July 2017. The system is being used to assist problem-solving in the same manufacturing industry sectors that Hitachi works in\(^6\),\(^7\). Production improvements will continue at Omika Works to refine the system and provide it as one of the solution cores of Hitachi’s Lumada IoT platform. Refining the system will enable better end-to-end optimization of supply chains and engineering chains, from upstream to downstream.
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